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 I sent this manuscript to four major science journals for peer-review. They rejected this 

for no reason, except from their religious beliefs? Please, can somebody give me real scientists who 

could correctly peer-review new discoveries and these new discoveries will topple an erroneous 

Theory of Evolution (ToE)? I think the reviewers in those four major journals were not really 

understanding both real science and reality.  

 

 

 

ABSTRACT: 

 Evolution is wrong and not part of Biology, of biological world or of reality. The 

fact that Biological Evolution is not part of reality is an undeniable fact. This will be the 

new normal in science for the rest of human history. In this science article, I will be 

showing you why the Theory of Evolution (ToE) or Biological Evolution is wrong in 

Biology, in science and in reality, and I will be showing you too what is the correct 

scientific explanation in Biology, that the proponents or scientists who support ToE had 

missed. The method that I will be using is through scientific analysis, by using the 

differences between intelligence to non-intelligence, as discovered by the new 

Intelligent Design <id>, that could powerfully and correctly categorize two opposing 

extremes in science. The conclusion is that ToE is not correct and should be replaced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Although almost all proponents of the Theory of Evolution (ToE) are claiming 
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that ToE is both a theory and a fact of reality, but by using the powerful categorization 

method of the new Intelligent Design <id>, of the differences between intelligence to 

non-intelligence1, and by analytical method, the claims from the proponents of ToE is 

found to be incorrect.  

 Swan Analogy: If I claimed and concluded that all swans are black in color and 

you had found one white swan in color, then, you will surely say that my conclusion is 

wrong or incorrect. But of course, I will surely counter-argue that, unless you could tell 

me the difference between black and white colors, maybe you have no clue of the 

differences between the two colors and their dividing line, then, I will surely insist that 

I am not wrong, unless you could show/tell me the differences between the two colors 

with experiment. After you had shown to me, if I am an honest scientist, and I should be, 

I will surely concede and accept that I am incorrect of my conclusion. As a result, I must 

surely accept defeat and adopt your explanation of reality. A typical or an ideal scientific 

methodology and approach in dealing with an explanation. 

We do not normally argue the differences between the color of white and black 

because these colors are so obvious to us. But, in Biology, there are many two extreme 

opposing scenarios that are too difficult to be explained, that without the powerful guide 

of categorization techniques, especially, from the new Intelligent Design <id>2, science 

could never know those explanations. 

 Thus, let this science article show you the incorrect explanations of Theory of 

Evolution (ToE) in science, in Biology, in biological world and in reality. This article will 

show you too the correct explanations. 

 

 

ToE’s Error 1: Error In Basis. 

 ToE has an incorrect basis, foundation, head argument or point of reference 

when ToE explains the biological world and in Biology, in the topic of change. There are 

many varied definitions of Biological Evolution, as compiled by NSCE3 (definitions 1-10), 

including some important controversial definitions, but Biological Evolution is defined 

as,  

 



(1) Biological Evolution is change in the properties of populations of organisms that 

transcend the lifetime of a single individual. (Futuyma 1986: 7). 

 

(2) Biological Evolution can be precisely defined as any change in the frequency of alleles 

within a gene pool from one generation to the next (Curtis and Barnes 1989: 974). 

 

(3) Biological Evolution: The fundamental evolutionary event is a change in the frequency 

of genes and chromosome configurations in a population (Wilson 1992: 75). 

 

(4) Biological Evolution: On the simplest perspective of all, biological evolution is 

analyzed initially as changes in allelic frequencies at a single locus. More complicated 

phenomena must be explained by means of combinations of these minimal units 

(Hull 1992: 185). 

 

(5) Natural selection deals with frequency changes brought about by differences in 

ecology among heritable phenotypes; evolution includes this as well as random 

effects and the origin of these variants (Endler 1992: 221). 

 

(6) Biological Evolution may be defined as cumulative change in the genetic makeup of a 

population resulting in increased adaptation to the environment, the fundamental 

process in evolution is change in allele frequency (Hartl 1988: 69). 

 

(7) Organic Evolution, or Biological Evolution, is a change over time of the proportions of 

individual organisms differing genetically in one or more traits; such changes 

transpire by the origin and subsequent alteration of the frequencies of alleles or 

genotypes from generation to generation within populations, by the alterations of 

the proportions of genetically differentiated populations of a species, or by changes 

in the numbers of species with different characteristics, thereby altering the 

frequency of one or more traits within a higher taxon (Futuyma 1986: 551). 

 

(8) Biological Evolution may be defined as any net directional change or any cumulative 



change in the characteristics of organisms or populations over many generations — in 

other words, descent with modification... It explicitly includes the origin as well as the 

spread of alleles, variants, trait values, or character states. Evolution may occur as a 

result of natural selection, genetic drift, or both; the minimum requirements are 

those for either process. Natural selection does not necessarily give rise to evolution, 

and the same is true for genetic drift (Endler 1986: 5). 

 

(9) Biological Evolution: Population geneticists use a different definition of evolution: a 

change in allele frequencies among generations. This meaning is quite different from 

the original; it now includes random as well as directional changes ..., but it does not 

require the origin of new forms. It is roughly equivalent to microevolution 

(subspecific evolution; macroevolution involves major trends, or trans-specific 

evolution...). Unfortunately, the use of the population genetics definition often 

results in an overemphasis on changes in allele frequencies and an underemphasis on 

(or no consideration of) the origin of the different alleles and their properties. Both 

are important in evolution.... An additional problem is that, for quantitative genetic 

traits, the frequencies of alleles at many contributing loci can change while the 

overall mean and variance of the trait remain roughly constant (Endler 1986: 7-8).  

 

(10)  Biological Evolution is a directional and essentially irreversible process occurring in 

time, which in its course gives rise to an increase of variety and an increasingly high 

level of organization in its products (Julian Huxley cited in Newman 1956: 278). 

 

(11) Biological Evolution: the process by which different kinds of living organism are 

believed to have developed from earlier forms during the history of the earth. 

(Definitions from Oxford Languages)4 (My inclusion) 

 

As you can see, those definitions (1) to (9) use the word change, while 

definitions (10) to (11) use the word process. Thus, the basis or head argument is change 

or process. But since process denotes change, then, change is the most suitable term to 

explain Evolution. From the Swan Analogy, simply put, scientists and proponents of 



ToE are describing, claiming, or concluding two possible scenarios in Biology that, 

surprisingly, they did not specify in detailed in any books or articles written for 

Evolution: 

 

Scenario 1: All swans have black and white colors. Or, all changes and all 

processes in biological world are all intelligently guided and non-intelligently guided; 

Scenario 2: All swan is black, or any biological change and biological process is 

non-intelligently guided. 

 

 Which is the right scenario that ToE had been claiming in biological world? 

There are two hints to answer this.  

One hint is: the Natural Selection. By using this instead of Intentional 

Selection or Intelligent Selection, or Important Selection, it is implied and inferred that 

the proponents and scientists of ToE had fixed the Theory of Evolution (ToE) in the 

camp/side of non-intentionally guided change/process, or black color, in our Swan Analogy. 

Which means, according to the proponents/scientists of ToE, this is the actual 

explanation of reality, of Biology, and of biological world. 

One more hint is: the severe hatred, indignation and anger of almost all 

proponents, supporters and proponents of ToE to the word “intelligence” in any 

scientific explanations or articles and to any supporters or proponents of Intelligent 

Design Group as a whole, that comes into their way. They unknowingly brought/pushed 

ToE and pushing ToE into the ultimate side of non-intelligence, to supposedly defend 

from attack from other sides/camps.  

After the defeat of old ID in the Dover Trial on 2004 AD, because of my 

scientific curiosity about the topic of intelligence, it took six years for me (from 2005 AD 

to 2011 AD) to figure it out the correct scientific and universal (1) definition, (2) 

differences, (3) dividing line and (4) limits of intelligence to non-intelligence, from my 

egg-and-tissue-paper experiment2. After I finally discovered the definition of 

intelligence and non-intelligence, and after I finally discovered the pattern between the 

two that we could use to categorize almost all X, and after I finally discovered too the 

limits between the two, from 2005 AD to 2011 AD, I submitted and shared this 



articles/information to many secular science journals5, and to almost all Science 

Discussion Forums online, even until now, 2022 AD. The severe hatred and indignation 

that I received, especially the science journals that supposedly fair and are looking for 

correct explanation of reality, (the heart and soul of peer-review) since I claimed that I 

discovered the two, is telling us one irresistible truth/conclusion: that ToE is really 

founded, is based, is grounded and is set upon in non-intelligence (non-intentional) 

side/camp.  

I always wondered to them that hated intelligence, how will they answer their 

children if the children ask them these questions: “Mom, Dad, is the universe intelligently 

designed or not? Or, “Mom, Dad, is biological cell intelligently designed or not?” Or, “Mom, Dad, 

what is really intelligence?” Are they just simply shutting off these questions or 

reprimanding the children of their curiosities and telling those children that those 

questions are off-limits? How will they answer those children and where will they get 

the correct information regarding intelligence? How about all students studying in 

science, are they not free to ask those same questions? What if these students will read 

this (mine) science article and ask those parents and teachers/professors telling or 

asking them for clarification if I am correct or not? How will they answer scientifically?  

From the severe hatred of intelligence, the change and process are always 

non-intelligence from ToE’s perspective/viewpoint. ToE is really talking or claiming that 

all swans are black, or Scenario 2, in the Swan Analogy.  

ToE is incorrect since ToE cannot conclude or claim if a swan is black or white, 

unless, ToE knows the differences between the two colors. Which means, ToE’s 

proponents had chosen a black swan (non-intelligently guided change and process) by 

ignorance of the two (intelligence and non-intelligence) and ignorance of reality. 

Ignorance, because I am the sole scientist/discoverer of the topic of the definitions and 

differences of intelligence and non-intelligence, without my discoveries2, where will ToE 

get the correct scientific information of the two? Thus, ToE is incorrect in Biology and 

incorrect in reality. 

Now compare ToE’s explanation/conclusion to the real reality. Evolution versus 

Reality. 

This is the reality in Biology and biological world - the correct explanation. 



Biological cell has seven defense/repair mechanisms. These are the reported Repair 

Mechanisms use by biological cell to repair the damaged DNA: (1) Base Excision 

Repair (BER), (2) Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER), (3) Mismatch Repair (MMR), 

(4) Interstrand cross-link repair (ICL), (5) Translesion Synthesis (TLS), (6) Single 

stranded break repair (SSBR) and Double strand break repair (DSBR), (7) the 

homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ).  

In my discovery of pattern detection from intelligence2, the cell and its defense 

mechanism are best suited for intelligence phenomenon. As you can see, this 

phenomenon follows the discovered pattern:  

 

intelligence = problem-solution-solution,  (F1) 

intelligently designed (intellen) = problem-solution-solution,  (F1)  

intelligently designed (intellen) cell = problem - cell - 7 cell’s defense/repair  

mechanisms      (F100) 

 

Since the solution had exceeded 3, the maximum limit of intelligence as 

discovered by the new Intelligent Design <id>, thus, 

 

For intentional/intelligence = 1.5 < Iprob ≤ 3………..as intelligent (L3) 

 For importance = > 3…………………………………….as important    (L4) 

 

then, biological cell is not only intelligently designed (intellen), but also an 

important intellen1. Whoever or whichever made or produced the biological cell, it is 

predicted that this agent (or Agent) had made the biological cell so important. This is 

the logical, reasonable, and irresistible conclusion. Below is the discovered detailed 

definitions of intelligence and non-intelligence in science1,2. 

 

intelligence = problem-solution-solution,  (F1)  

intelligence = cause-effect-effect, or      (F2) 

intelligence = action-reaction-reaction.    (F3) 

 



Non-intelligence = problem-solution      (nF1) 

Non-intelligence = cause-effect          (nF2) 

Non-intelligence = action-reaction        (nF3) 

 

Probably some of you really hate “intelligence”. Thus, let us use NASA and James 

Webb Space Telescope (JWST) as our example, since probably some of you are very angry to 

me since I used biological cell that you could never visualize. The question will be: How 

do you know and tell that NASA’s engineers who built the JWST are not stupid (stupid = 

non-intelligence)? NASA’s engineers will surely answer that, that they included in JWST 

many safety features and many safety systems (let us say minimum 5) to deal with 

many immediate and future problems – or solving problems ahead of time. If you put 

that in a discovered scientific pattern detection, you will end up like this: 

 

intelligence = problem-solution-solution,  (F1) 

intelligently designed (intellen) JWST= problem-solution-solution+,  (F12)  

intelligently designed (intellen) JWST = problem - JWST - 5 support features/mechanisms      

(F200) 

 

Since it is over 3, then, JWST is important to NASA. You will end up to my 

discovery of intelligence. Thus, NASA’s engineers never used stupidity in making JWST, 

but intelligence, with utmost important – the irresistible conclusion. Then, we circled 

back again and return to the discoveries of the new Intelligent Design <id>. Welcome 

Back Again to the new Intelligent Design <id>. You cannot hide from the explanatory 

powers of the new Intelligent Design <id>. You cannot even simply deny them. 

Which means, that since the biological cell is importantly, intelligently 

designed (intellen), then, cell will always follow and function as an intelligent system in 

where it is based, thus, the change and process that we are witnessing, observing and 

confirming in the biological world are always guided by intelligence. Showing further 

that ToE is really incorrect both in science, in Biology, in biological world and in reality 

– when proponents of ToE had pushed and fixed ToE in the side of non-intelligence. In 

here, ToE is impossible to be defended. There is zero defense to ToE, unless proponents 



of ToE will commit intellectual and logical suicides. Below is the discovered universal 

initial limit. You can call it Universal Conventional Limit2. 

 

For non-intentional/non-intelligence = 0 ≥ P ≤ 1……as natural…(L1) 

 For non-intentional/Instinct = 1 < Instinct < 1.5……as natural  (L2) 

 For intentional/intelligence = 1.5 < Iprob ≤ 3………..as intelligent (L3) 

 For importance = > 3…………………………………….as important  (L4) 

 For failure or Over Importance = > 3 < Failure ≤ 1…as natural  (L5) 

 

Another error from ToE is the No Exclusive Explanation 

 

ToE’s Error 2: No Exclusive Explanation 

 Black color is exclusive to black, A = A. White color is exclusive to white, or B = B, 

that is why our human eyes could see, tell and know the differences of colors between 

the two. So, the question is: what are the explanations that exclusive only to ToE?  

 The incorrect claims/conclusions from ToE are the claims that all good, 

beneficial, helpful and allowable alleles or traits (or anything that should be passed) 

could produce new species or new living organisms from Evolution. Proponents and 

scientists of ToE had grounded and based ToE to non-intentionally guided change or 

non-intelligently guided change/process, but even though you did not read or did not 

review my discovery of intelligence, you could easily tell that non-intelligence cannot 

produce/make good, beneficial, helpful and allowable X. That is simply impossible, for it 

would be a violation of the law of logic: the law of contradiction or law of 

non-contradiction, that is, A = B, a contradiction.  

If intelligence is A, and intelligence is good, beneficial, helpful and allowable, 

then, non-intelligence is B, and non-intelligence is not good (bad), not beneficial 

(destructive), not helpful (lethal) and not allowable (forbidden). Which means, that ToE 

had been using this incorrect logical and reasoning in Biology and in reality, and in 

biological world, that A = B, violating the law of logic: the law of contradiction or law of 

non-contradiction, that is, A = B.  

  Here is the correct one, that could be seen and confirm by anybody. In my 



discovery of intelligence from my egg-and-tissue-paper experiment, intelligence is 

always being used for good to life, as stated in the discovered correct, universal, 

scientific and testable definition of intelligence, as derived from the 

egg-and-tissue-paper experiment2. Below is the discovered correct, unique, simple, 

testable, confirmable, scientific, universal, and empirically tested definition of 

intelligence. Thus, all other definitions of intelligence are all wrong. They should be 

replaced by this new definition2. 

 

Intelligence is the principle of reinforcing an X to survive, to exist and to succeed 

in a certain degree of importance and it always acts on asymmetrical phenomenon. 

 

 

Since the biological cell is not only intelligently designed, but the cell is 

intelligently designed with importance, then, we could surely expect that when 

intelligence had been used, good, beneficial, helpful and allowable are always being 

produced, if not, the living organism will die. 

Of course, an intelligent guided entity like biological cell will sometimes 

commit mistake since it is not a perfect system, even though it has 7 defense 

mechanisms and factor of safety. Proponents of ToE will surely use the law of excluded 

middle in the law of logic. They will surely claim that the law of excluded middle is the 

source of Evolution, or some errors will be permitted by biological cell. Non-intelligently 

designed X will always produce 99 errors and 1 success, from the Natural Probability 

Limit, 0 < P < 1. One (1) success is probably enough to produce new species (new 

generation) from old generation, as expected from common ancestor, if that is the actual 

happening in the biological world. 

 But errors or mistakes, by definitions and applications are useless, lethal and 

dangerous. And errors or mistakes too cannot pass or transmit all good, beneficial, 

helpful and allowable alleles or traits (or anything that should be passed). That is 

simply impossible since how could an error transmit or pass non-error? But let us give 

the Theory of Evolution (ToE) a fair chance to defend itself.  

 Below is the egg-and-tissue-paper experiment2, as being used by the new 



Intelligent Designed <id> in discovering intelligence and non-intelligence. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The egg-and tissue-paper experiment.2 

 

But the biological cell is not only an intellen (intelligently designed), but an 

important intellen, with having seven (7) defense or repair mechanisms and a factor of 

safety. Thus, anybody could infer/conclude that the biological cell is not only using the 

laws/principles of intelligence but it is primarily using the principle of importance, the 

very same way engineers of NASA who built JWST had been doing – using importance. 

(If you will accuse the engineers of NASA that they do not consider JWST as so 

important to them, you may have to run away fast!) Thus, again, it is implied and 

anybody could infer, that every time biological cell does its function or responsibilities, 

the biological cell has always been following the maximum limit of 7, as importance, 

more than the maximum limit of intelligence of 3. 



From here, assuming that the biological cell will commit mistake by dropping 

or lowering its limit from 7 to 4, because of unknown reason, then, the produced error is 

still within the limit of importance of above 3. Let us say that the biological cell had 

committed mistake again with another living organisms or in another population, and 

the biological cell had dropped or lowered its limit from 7 to 5, and the limit that is 

being used is 2, then, this limit falls into the category of intelligence. Meaning, the 

living organisms, even though had some defects, but since that individual or population 

has still in the range of intelligence, we could expect that the population are all alive. 

That is what we are seeing in nature and in biological world. Even though we could see 

sicknesses or slight deformations in biological living organisms, we could still see them 

alive and functional, but of course, they will surely die in their designated time. 

Thus, it is impossible for the biological cell to drop all of its repair mechanisms 

and factor of safety in one (1) limit and still live. Thus, dropping to one (1) limit or 

non-intelligence limit will always mean death of that individual, always. Thus, the 

irresistible and very obvious conclusion is that, there is no evolution or change 

happening in biological world, as ToE had claimed. Never. Impossible. 

I discovered too the Principles of Intelligence from egg-and-tissue-paper 

experiment2. Here they are: 

 

Principle 1. The Principle of Asymmetry 

Principle 2. The Principle of Reinforcement or Support 

Principle 3. The Principle of Importance 

Principle 4. The Principle of Simultaneity of or in Time 

Principle 5. The Principle of Applied Knowledge 

Principle 6. The Principle of Success or Independence  

Principle 7. The Principle of Existence, Survival, Success, and Life  

Principle 8. The Principle of Determinism 

 

Again, I will reiterate, since the biological cell is an important intellen (having 

more than 3 defense mechanisms), then, the law or principle of importance (Principle 3, 

see above) primarily applies. Thus, both the law of excluded middle and the law of the 



excluded third in the law of logic cannot be simply used in Evolution nor in biological 

world, since biological world follows intelligence and primarily, importance, as evident 

from biological cell – and it is exclusive to a system like cell that uses both intelligence 

and importance. The exclusivity of the use of intelligence in biological world is 

imminent. But the exclusivities of importance that is being used in biological world is 

undeniable and unreputable since it is so obvious.  

 Thus, that the exclusive claim of ToE that mutation and Natural Selection (and 

other mechanisms for Evolution) will produce new species (new plan/goal) that will lead 

to the origin of species (new plan/goal) is an incorrect claim – with no supporting 

evidences, as seen on both logic and reality.  

The correct explanation in Biology is that since the biological cell is using 

intelligence and cell as a system is based on intelligence, then, if mutation occurred, 

mutation is always controlled since Intelligent Selection or Important Selection is being 

used, that will never produce new species. Biological cell has seven defense mechanisms, 

has a factor of safety and has been using an Intelligent Selection mechanism, and I will 

add, Important Selection. Thus, distorting or violating the cell’s original plan/goal is 

impossible for an intelligently designed system, which uses importance as primary 

principles. Thus, it is correct to say that ToE is totally wrong in Biology when ToE 

claimed that there will be new species and origin of species by Evolution. 

 Again, I will reiterate. ToE is grounded and based on non-intelligence; thus, no 

one could expect good things from ToE. That all good, beneficial, helpful and allowable 

alleles, inheritable traits or genes did not originate and did not come from, nor will 

never originate or come from ToE. The correct explanation is: the followings are 

exclusive to intelligence alone: all good, beneficial, helpful and allowable alleles, traits 

or genes. But with importance as the primarily principles, ToE has no defenses of its 

explanation. The followings too are exclusive to non-intelligence as used by ToE:  all 

bad, not beneficial, useless/not helpful, lethal, and dangerous alleles, traits or genes.  

 In addition, since non-intelligence (with no importance as the primary 

principle) cannot pass good, beneficial, helpful and allowable alleles, inheritable traits 

or genes to the next generation in a given population, then, there will be no new species, 

there is no speciation, there are no mechanisms for Biological Evolution, there is no 



natural selection, there is no species level, there is no origin of species, there is no 

phylogenetic tree, there is no common ancestor, there is no missing link or intermediate 

link, there is no fossil’s record, there are no vestigial organs, there are no bad designs as 

claimed by ToE, there is no micro or macro evolution and there are no correct 

explanations and predictions from the Theory of Evolution (ToE). 

 The correct explanation of the change in biological world is always and must be 

interrelation, and cannot and will not be evolution. The entity that does the job in the 

change of living organisms is the biological cell, with having importance as the primary 

principle.  

 It would be impossible for ToE to be defended since ToE is grounded on 

non-intelligence. The law of logic is probably founded on Natural Phenomenon, but the 

biological world follows the laws/principle of not only intelligence, but primarily, of 

importance, way beyond intelligence since biological cell is an important intellen. I call 

that phenomenon as – Importance Phenomenon. 

 

 

Figure 2. Screened Shot of “On the Origin of Species…”. .6 Lines are mine. 

 



Here is another error from ToE. 

 

ToE’s Error 3: No-Effect Inconsistency 

 Whether you are a scientist or not, you could obviously see that almost all 

living organisms are here on planet earth, living and dealing with nature. The earth is 

not alone in the universe, and all living organisms are dealing with members of nature, 

including earth. 

 ToE did not include the followings in ToE’s explanation in Biology. 

 

(Factor 1) Abiogenesis or Biogenesis is not part of ToE.  

(Factor 2) The origin of biological cells, which almost do the changing, is not part  

of ToE.  

(Factor 3) The functions (if intelligently designed or not) of biological cells are 

 not part of ToE.  

(Factor 4) The origin and categorization of biological processes, especially  

processes inside the biological cells, are not part or not being  

discussed of ToE.  

(Factor 5) Complete and precise study of the differences between intelligently 

guided or intentional change to non-intelligently guided or 

non-intentional (or their respective synonyms) change is not even  

touched or discussed.  

 (Factor 6) Origin of existence and the origin of universe.  

Are these six factors (or probably more) having no effects in the biological 

changes that are happening in biological world, that will lead to the origin of species, as 

claimed by ToE?  

In the above explanation, I had already discussed Factor 2, 3, 4, and Factor 5, 

the functions of biological cell etc and found out that the Biological Evolution or the 

Theory of Evolution (ToE) cannot be used as the correct explanation in Biology, in 

biological world and in reality, since the function of biological cell is using intelligence. 

Thus, it would be waste of time for you and me to discuss the other Factors since the end 

result would be the same - that ToE is not explaining the correct reality. ToE is not only 



pseudo-science but a scripted, invented explanation of another reality, that is almost 

identical to fables, fantasies, folklores or fairy tales.  

Thus, the correct explanation is that, since the biological cell is found to be an 

important intellen, then, the origin of biological cell and its function must always follow 

intelligence. But I had already explained earlier that the biological cell uses importance. 

Since ToE did not discuss these six factors, then, no supporters or proponents of 

ToE can defend ToE on these topics.  

 

Here is another error from Theory of Evolution (ToE). 

 

ToE’s Error 4: Natural & Scientific Methodological Inconsistency 

There are many topics in Biology and in biological world that require severe 

and intense intellectual analysis, with experiment that will surely guide or derail any 

explanations in science or in Biology, if a scientist is not aware of them. Below are the 

most unimaginable and unthinkable errors that proponents and scientists of ToE had 

done, to support ToE. 

1. Artificial Selection and Natural Selection. I do not know about you, but it is so 

obvious, that if somebody had used Artificial Selection, it is always implied that the 

mind of an agent or thinking mind, with intelligence (even though you do not know 

the scientific definition of intelligence that I had discovered) – is always being used. 

In addition, by using Natural Selection, it is so obvious too that there is no thinking 

mind used. Then, it is so obvious too that there are two competing scenarios that 

Darwin and proponents of Evolution are facing in Biology and in reality: Selection 

with thinking mind and Selection with no thinking mind. Why Darwin and the 

proponents of Evolution first did not discover these two like what I had done, before 

they had concluded Evolution? This is one of the biggest errors in ToE. The correct 

methodology in science is always to, first, differentiate and categorize the two, then, 

discover the numerical limit for empirical and quantitively analysis and 

confirmation – like what I had done in the new Intelligent Design <id> - and 

conclude. 

2. One of the worst errors and worst inconsistencies in reality of ToE, while concluding 



new species or origin of species, or evolution, is not knowing the differences between 

(1) intelligently guided change (intellen change) to (2) non-intelligently guided 

change (naturen change) or (1) intentional change (intellen change) to (2) 

non-intentional change (naturen change). Before any scientist dares to explain two 

competing extremes (or probably more), first, that scientist had the responsibility to 

know and settle the two extremes (A and B), then, choose one, either A or B. To 

quickly conclude A or B without knowing the two, is simply unthinkable or stupidity. 

The correct methodology in science is always to know opposing extremes, then, 

decide or conclude. ToE did not do it. 

3. No Experiment in Real World for Basis. If Darwin (or you) did the experiment like 

what I had done, egg-and-tissue-paper experiment, like on Science 101 class, before 

he could use his erroneous “reason”, on 1859 AD, he (or you) could precisely derive 

the correct and scientific definition of intelligence and knew too the non-intelligence. 

From this, he (or you) could explain reality better, especially in Biology. He or you 

could not only nail down the topic of intelligence and summed up the definitions of 

intelligence in one final definition (since 70 definitions are already invented7, 

courtesy of ToE’s ignorance of reality) and explanation, he or you could also nail 

down correctly the topic of change and origin of all living organism, with the best 

and most realistic basis in science.  

 

 

Figure 3: Radish Experiment. Simple experiment on how a radish fight to live. Science 101. 

 

4. Radish Experiment. I conducted a simple experiment too of separating two identical 

radishes, see Figure 3. One was put in the direct sunlight with water every day and 



the other was put in a dark closet, with no water. And after a week, maybe you knew 

the result. The one was put in the closet had grown or lengthened its stems, 

reaching for sunlight, activating its defense mechanism to live before the radish 

become non-existence.  

This experiment was conducted to show that a living organism will surely use 

its defense mechanism to live, showing further that all living organisms are 

following the pattern of intelligence to live; intelligence = problem-solution-solution, or 

intelligently designed radish (intellen) = problem (non-existence) – solution (has life) – solution 

(has defense mechanism to life). 

5. Thought Experiment in Lab. When you threat your lab rat for non-existence or, say, 

just hit it with something, the rat will surely fight back or run for its life (unless you 

trained the lab rat to just lay down and welcome the threat), activating its defense 

mechanism to live. 

This experiment was conducted too to show that a living organism will surely 

use its defense mechanism to live, showing further that all living organisms are 

following the pattern of intelligence to live; intelligence = problem-solution-solution, or 

intelligently designed lab rat (intellen) = problem (non-existence) – solution (has life) – solution 

(has defense mechanism to life). 

 By knowing these from simple experiments, anybody could easily and correctly 

conclude that all living organisms are following the principles of both intelligence and 

importance, that will surely lead science and the world in the correct explanation of 

Biology, of biological world and of reality 

 I think that the worst religious invented explanation or invented myths like 

the Flying Spaghetti Monster8 is more consistence and more streamlined than the Theory of 

Evolution (ToE), that was developed for 163 years. That the Flying Spaghetti Monster is 

probably unprovable, but if the alternative is Evolution, it is unthinkable. It is so 

shameful for science and for intellectuals and educated humans to use and retain ToE. 

Thus, the Theory of Evolution (ToE) is really wrong and incorrect in both biology, 

science, and reality – as I had shown you. There is no chance that ToE could be defended 

by real scientific explanations.  

 Before Darwin had messed science by Evolution, both religion and science had 



been in a good relationship, but after Thomas Huxley and the rest of his team had 

separated to the other camp on 1862 AD, they polarized the two camps, in where the rift 

and the divide is so deep, so severe, and so intense. Now that the Theory of Evolution 

(ToE) is found to be wrong with no possible defenses, I suggest that all scientists around 

the world must always stay on neutral ground and replace ToE with Biological 

Interrelation. Which means, science must not discuss all origin topics, like what Darwin 

had done when he explained the origin of species (or the inheritance, or variance, or new 

generations). Science is always neutral, since when we mix Sodium (Na) to Chlorine (Cl) in 

Chemistry, we produce (NaCl) Sodium Chloride, neutral, that no one in all camps dis-agree.  

Science is not politic or religion and scientists are said to be dignified people, 

honest people, people with great thinking minds and professional people, that they will 

surely admit defeat and rejoice in new discoveries. Thus, I suggest that science too must 

have a peaceful Transition of Explanatory Power (TEP) from Biological Evolution to 

Biological Interrelation, BiTs, ASAP, to avoid confusions and dis-orders. A peaceful 

transition is a must.  

As recognition for my discoveries of intelligence and non-intelligence, that had 

exposed the errors of ToE and had replaced ToE in science, all from me, I suggest that 

the very first peaceful Transition Ceremony should be held in the university in where I 

graduated, the National University (NU)9, Manila Philippines. It will be witnessed by 

many well-known scientists around the world, as representatives of science. The sitting 

President of the Philippines should be the one who will help in assisting for the major 

peaceful Transition of Explanatory Power (TEP) Ceremony. I should be presented in the 

Transition TEP Ceremony (1) a mini replica of statue of liberty, symbolizing that science 

is fair to all humans and neutral to all camps/sides, (2) a white dove, symbolizing 

science is for peace and for the benefits of all humans, (3) a mini replica of boots of Neil 

Armstrong, symbolizing that my discovery of intelligence and non-intelligence (and 

replacement of Biological Evolution) that will guide all fields in science, is just one step 

of leap of humankind to know the unknown and symbolizing that science must tread 

fearlessly forward to the unknown.  

And this transition ceremony or TEP Ceremony should be held every time a 

scientist had discovered something that had changed the understanding of reality in 



science, and considered as prize more than the Nobel Prize. Exclusive only for 

discoverers in science like me. TEP Ceremony will surely encourage the leader of a 

nation to support science more, to encourage universities to teach science more, and to 

ignite the fire of curiosity and aim for recognition of discoveries from many students and 

explore or discover more for science. 

 Please, if you are a student in science, forward and share this information to 

your teacher/s and professor/s and use the information here to rebut and debunk any 

claims from proponents of Evolution. Ask them for clarifications. 
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